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ABSTRACT
Context. Occultations of stars by asteroids are an efficient method to study the properties of minor bodies, and can be exploited as
tools to derive very precise asteroid astrometry relative to the target star. With the availability of stellar astrometry thanks to the ESA
mission Gaia, the frequency of good predictions and the quality of the astrometry have been strongly enhanced.
Aims. Our goal is to evaluate the astrometric performance of a systematic exploitation of stellar occultations, with a homogeneous
data set and a given instrument setup. As a reference instrument, we adopt the example of a robotic 50 cm telescope, which is under
construction at the Observatoire de la Côte d’Azur. We focus in particular on single-chord occultations.
Methods. We created a data set of simulated light curves, that are modelled by a Bayesian approach. To build the final statistics, we
considered a list of predicted events over a long time span, and stellar astrometry from Gaia data release 2.
Results. We derive an acceptable range of observability of the events, with clear indications of the expected errors in terms of timing
uncertainties. By converting the distribution of such errors to astrometric uncertainties, we show that the precision on a single chord
can reach levels equivalent to the performance of Gaia (sub-milli-arcseconds). The errors on the asteroid position are dominated by
the uncertainty on the position of the occultation chord with respect to the barycentre of the object.
Conclusions. The limiting factor in the use of occultation astrometry is not the light curve uncertainty, but our knowledge of the
asteroid's shape and size. This conclusion is valid in a wide range of flux drops and magnitudes of the occulted star. The currently
increasing knowledge of the shape, spin properties, and size, must be used to mitigate this source of error.
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1. Introduction
Transit and occultation phenomena have been exploited for
decades as powerful tools to infer the properties of the occult-
ing or the occulted object. In the case of asteroids occulting a
star, the main results are size and shape measurements, which
are used to study specific targets (Dˇurech et al. 2015) or to
calibrate other size-determination approaches (Shevchenko &
Tedesco 2006).
For Centaurs and trans-Neptunian Objects (TNOs), stellar
occultations offer the best opportunities to derive precious phys-
ical properties. Remarkable achievements include the discovery
of a ring system around (10199) Chariklo (Braga-Ribas et al.
2014), the size measurement of Eris (Sicardy et al. 2011) and
other TNOs, the determination of an upper threshold for the at-
mospheric density of Makemake (Ortiz et al. 2012), and the de-
tection of variations in the atmosphere of Pluto (Sicardy et al.
2003; Meza et al. 2019), to mention a few.
So far, the main challenge of occultation observations resides
in the accuracy of the predictions, as the uncertainty on an aster-
oid ephemeris usually exceeds the size of the occultation track.
A first improvement in the late 1990s, brought by the Hippar-
cos astrometric mission (Perryman 2012), has allowed observers
to obtain more reliable predictions for asteroids with a diameter
>50 km, occulting a sample of ∼ 105 stars in the Hipparcos cat-
alogue with the best-known astrometric parameters (Colas et al.
2011; Dunham et al. 2002).
However, the Gaia mission by the European Space Agency
(ESA) is completely changing the landscape by bringing a sub-
stantial enhancement of the prediction efficiency, thanks to the
sub-mas (milli-arcseconds), precision astrometry of both target
stars and asteroids.
The pre-release of star positions and proper motions appear-
ing in the second data release (DR2) (Gaia Collaboration et al.
2016, 2018b,a) has demonstrated the reality of the expected im-
provement, with successful, accurate predictions of the occulta-
tion path for several objects, including Pluto and other TNOs
such as the New Horizons mission target (486958) Arrokoth
(Buie et al. 2018; Porter et al. 2018; Ortiz et al. 2019; Buie et al.
2020).
Spoto et al. (2017) have tested the use of observed occul-
tations as astrometric measurements, which have an accuracy
comparable to that of the target star. Such an approach, if sys-
tematically applied, can give ground based observers access to
ultra-precise astrometry at the level of Gaia, even after the mis-
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sion has concluded its operations, with the uncertainty on the
stellar proper motions as the only degrading factor of the mea-
surement precision.
We recall here the importance of collecting accurate mea-
surements of asteroid positions, at better than ∼10 mas accuracy,
as this is the only way to solve some fundamental issues of as-
teroid dynamics, intimately linked to our knowledge about the
evolution of the Solar System. Very important in this respect is
the measurement of the Yarkovsky diurnal effect, which is rele-
vant to the delivery of asteroids in the Earth space environment,
and more in general to understanding the evolution of the aster-
oid belt (Vokrouhlický et al. 2015). We also mention the deter-
mination of asteroid masses, as a very small number of them are
unambiguously known at an acceptable accuracy (Scheeres et al.
2015).
The astrometric data set based on charge-coupled device
(CCD) observations, available from the Minor Planet Cen-
ter (>200 millions observations), has an average accuracy of
∼400 mas (Desmars et al. 2015). Astrometry by the Hipparcos
mission or by stellar occultations exhibits better residuals (10-
150 mas) but they represent ∼0.5% of the total. Radar ranging
measurements have a comparable performance but, again, on a
very limited sample mostly composed of near Earth asteroids
(NEA) (Ostro et al. 2002; Farnocchia et al. 2015). Due to the
rapid fading of the signal intensity with distance, only a few
large main belt objects have been observed with this technique.
In summary, the total number of measurements with an accuracy
of ∼10 mas is a tiny fraction, represented by ∼10,000 entries.
In this context, the Gaia DR2 asteroid data set alone, with
two million astrometric positions for asteroids at ∼mas accu-
racy, already represents a spectacular improvement. However,
the time interval over which the observations have been obtained
is rather short. A joint use of DR2 with pre-Gaia data is then nec-
essary to detect secular effects.
Even after the last data release by Gaia covering the entire
operational phase (currently accepted for extension to 2022), the
task of securing very accurate astrometric measurements over
longer time spans will be necessary to improve Yarkovsky de-
tections. In particular, detecting Yarkovsky directly in the main
belt will be of the highest importance, to use it as a ”clock” for
better constraining the age of the collisions that created aster-
oid families (Spoto et al. 2015). As the semi-major axis change
rate due to the Yarkovsky effect is stronger for smaller asteroids
(going as D−1) and weaker at increasing heliocentric distance
(as r−2), to reach its detection in the main belt, asteroids with a
diameter of D.10 km must be targeted.
The forthcoming Legacy Survey of Space and Time (LSST)
by the Vera C. Rubin observatory, will certainly contribute to
this effort through the discovery and follow up astrometry of a
large number of small asteroids, both in the NEA and main belt
population (Ivezic´ et al. 2019). It will operate between 2023 and
2033, with two more years added to the mission for final data
processing. Its contribution will impact all targets fainter than
magnitude 16 (saturation limit of the telescope), however, the
single-epoch astrometric accuracy will be limited to 10-20 mas.
The only technique capable of obtaining, at least in princi-
ple, an astrometry close to Gaia quality, is the observation of
stellar occultations on a systematic basis, on asteroids smaller
than those considered in predictions up to now. This approach
will clearly disclose the possibility to extend in time the collec-
tion of the best possible astrometry and push the limits to detect
subtle dynamical effects.
The expansion of the number of usable stellar targets
(the Gaia sample is approximately complete at all magnitudes
G<20.5) and the strong quality improvement for ∼3×105 as-
teroids are at the origin of the revolution triggered by Gaia.
While asteroid orbits improved by Gaia astrometry are gradu-
ally published and optimised, the number of potentially observ-
able events increases by orders of magnitude (Tanga & Delbo
2007).
This change of perspective clearly suggests that fixed, spe-
cialised telescopes can become very efficient and observe several
occultations per night. Such a systematic, massive exploitation
clearly calls for automated systems to observe, process and store
the collected data.
In the framework of a project named UniversCity, the Ob-
servatoire de la Côte d’Azur (OCA) is building a 50 cm robotic
telescope that will start to operate at the Calern observing station
in 2020.
A full description of the instrument and its operation is be-
yond the scope of this article. Rather, our main goal is to assess
the possible astrometric performance of occultation astrometry
for a large sample of main belt asteroids, when a single observing
site is considered. As we discuss further below, this is difficult to
obtain by exploiting the existing data set of observations. For this
reason, we present an independent assessment, corresponding to
constant conditions of observations, a homogeneous set of data
representing occultation light curves, a given instrument, and an
identical data reduction approach. Our results demonstrate the
performance that can be reached under controlled, constant, and
nearly ideal conditions. They can be rescaled to different instru-
ments and observational conditions. We use them to determine
which events can be considered to be observable (i.e. capable of
providing usable data) and the astrometric accuracy that can be
obtained from them.
We stress here that our focus is on the massive exploitation
of a statistically significant amount of data obtained by a sin-
gle fixed instrument, capable of exploiting the expanded domain
of exploitable predictions enabled by Gaia. The original aspect
of this work is that such an approach is clearly different from
the common networked observation, in which several telescopes
(usually portable ones) are deployed to cover an event by spe-
cific, high priority objects (binary asteroids, TNOs, mission tar-
gets). We will further detail the general properties of occultation
observations available in the archives and their associated as-
trometry in the next section. Section 3 illustrates the simulations
that we use to explore a homogeneous set of light curves, which
are then fitted to a simple model as explained in Sect. 4. In Sect.
5 we show the results of the fit, from which a performance in
the astrometry is derived (Sect. 6). The main conclusions and
limitations of our approach are summarized in Sect. 7.
2. Properties of currently available asteroid
astrometry
Stellar occultations of asteroids are being observed by networks
of dedicated amateurs, with a few coordinators who compute and
update predictions, collect the results, and process the data to
derive information on the occulting asteroid shape, size, and as-
trometry. Free software is also available for the different steps of
this process. Occultations present a variety of difficulties (mostly
a function of target star magnitude, maximum duration, and flux
drop), and are observed with a corresponding variety of instru-
ments, ranging from small photocamera objectives to large, pro-
fessional telescopes.
Since the 1990s, video and CCD cameras have become the
standard tool for these observations. An accurate time reference
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Fig. 1. idealised scheme of the uncertainties involved in the astrome-
try derived from single chord observations of stellar occultations. We
adopt as an example a very elongated ellipsoidal asteroid, projected on
the fundamental plane in which the asteroid is at rest and the occulted
star moves along the dashed arrows. The AC and AT axes represent
the across and along–track directions, respectively. In (a) the observed
chord duration (black segment) is the same as for the surface-equivalent
sphere in (b). The mid-chord point corresponds to the barycentre posi-
tion in (b), but not in (a), where the error on the derived astrometry eAT
cannot be estimated without a precise knowledge of the shape. Points
(c) and (d) represent the ambiguity on the AC position of the observed
chord, which can be on opposite sides of the barycentre.
is provided by the one-pulse-per-second (1 pps) of a global posi-
tioning system (GPS) receiver, but sometimes less accurate tim-
ing is still adopted, as provided by internal computer clocks (syn-
chronized - or not - by external devices or by network time proto-
col servers). Although not completely error-free, the use of the 1
pps signal of GPS is an affordable approach that can easily reach
an ∼1 ms accuracy when electronically coupled to the shutter
signal of the acquisition camera.
The timing accuracy is very relevant to our research as the
epoch of disappearance and reappearance of the occulted stars
are the fundamental quantities that are obtained from the obser-
vation. As the apparent motion of the asteroid with respect to the
target star can be predicted with high precision, the timings can
be converted to an accurate astrometric position in the direction
of the asteroid motion itself. We will call this measurement the
"along track" (AT) position or astrometry.
In the direction perpendicular to the asteroid motion (i.e.
"across track", or AC), the uncertainty of the astrometry can vary,
depending upon the knowledge of the physical properties (size,
shape) of the asteroid. Even the ideal case of a spherical occul-
ter can produce a large uncertainty on the AC position when its
size is not well constrained, unless several occultation chords are
observed from different telescope sites.
The frequent case of elongated or irregular asteroids can in-
troduce even more uncertainty into the determination of both the
AT and AC position when single occultation chords are avail-
able, unless the shape and its orientation are known.
Single-chord events, suffering from such limitations, are a
majority, as they represent about 60% of the whole data set of
occultations (Herald et al. 2019). As we will deal with the capa-
bilities of a single, isolated telescope, it is important to take such
shortcomings into account.
Figure 1 illustrates the errors involved in the determination of
the AC and AT astrometry for a non-spherical shape, which can
be mitigated (but not completely eliminated for single chords) if
the shape is known.
The most common error is in fact the AC ambiguity, due to
the fact that a given chord duration can occur on both sides of
the occultation path (Fig. 1, panels (c) and (d). In this case, the
probability distribution of the AC position is strongly bi-modal.
Extremely elongated or irregular shapes can increase such er-
rors, which in the worst case reach ∼half the largest extension of
the asteroid silhouette. For this reason, their relevance decreases
with the object size and is lower than ∼10 mas for objects of
20-30 km diameter in the main belt.
To assess the expected performance of occultation astrom-
etry for a dedicated robotic telescope, it would be tempting to
use the current data set of observed events derived from the ob-
servations that are available through the Planetary Data System
base (Herald et al. 2019) or the Minor Planet Center. This data
set directly provides the final astrometry, represented by the rel-
ative position between the star and the asteroid at the moment of
the closest appulse, as seen from the geocentre. Its derivation is
strongly model dependent, as it can involve shape fitting to the
observed chords, as well as complex, approximated estimations
of the uncertainties.
For these reasons, we prefer to take control of the whole pro-
cess and proceed to an evaluation of the telescope performances
based on simulated signals, whose properties are calibrated on
real, measured quantities and known CCD camera specifica-
tions. Most importantly, this approach allows us to extend the
investigation to poorly known regimes of ”difficult” events (i.e.
short durations, small flux drop) that are not adequately rep-
resented among past recordings. Occultation observers usually
favour high–probability events that have good predictions and
are not at the limit of their instruments. This approach introduces
a clear bias that we intend to overcome, as a robotic telescope
can more easily be programmed to spend time on less probable
or difficult events.
3. Occultation light curves: Simulations
We aim to study a reliable method to retrieve the parameters of
a large number of occultation light curves, capable of operating
on a variety of signal properties. To achieve this goal, we simu-
lated a set of occultation signals, with different durations of the
occultation and signal–to–noise ratios (S/N).
We simulated stellar occultation light curves as if they had
been observed by imaging at visible wavelengths and as if the
photometry of the occulted star, plus a reference, had been ac-
quired by aperture photometry after the usual corrections (bias
and dark frame subtraction) and normalisation (flat field).
We also consider that the asteroid flux, right before and after
the event, falls within the aperture of the target star, such that at
no time are the two sources resolved. Our reference for the out-
of-occultation flux will thus be a luminosity level corresponding
to the combination of the two sources. This is the usual situation,
as their images are completely merged in the proximity of the
event epoch.
Also, we consider that the Fresnel diffraction (Roques et al.
2008; Pass et al. 2018) is negligible, as the typical Fresnel length
for a main belt asteroid is ~300 m, much smaller than the asteroid
size range that we consider in this article (>5 km). At the frame
rate adopted in the following sections (0.1 s), time resolution
is not sufficient to reveal the diffraction pattern drifting at 10-
20 km/s over a ground-based telescope.
We can also completely neglect the apparent star size in this
context, as for all stars with V∗ > 11 it is well below 1 mas.
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Fig. 2. Example of a reduced light curve with the resulting model fit (as
described in Sect. 4). Asteroid (41) Daphne occulted a V ∼9.3 star on
March 2, 2017. From the fit (red curve), the measured occultation dura-
tion was 18.8 ± 0.2 seconds, and the drop 63% of the original flux, or
1.08 ± 0.01 magnitudes. Data points of the flux outside the occultation
extend beyond the plotted range on both sides, which contributed to the
calculation of the combined flux.
We have verified this assumption by using the stellar radii and
parallaxes published in Gaia DR2. Although these have been ob-
tained without corrections for the interstellar reddening, they are
expected to be accurate enough for an estimate at ∼20% level
(Andrae et al. 2018). In the data set, we find a maximum ap-
parent diameter of ∼0.2 mas at V∗ = 11, which is too small to
become a serious concern.
We adopt a conservative transmission efficiency (telescope
reflections, correcting optics, and camera included) of 0.3. Some
observations performed at the site of the UniversCity telescope
with a ∼1 m instrument, with an Andor iXON 888 camera and
a Johnson-Cousin standard R filter, have allowed the determina-
tion of a typical background value used for our simulations of
Nbg = 7.400 ADU s−1 pixel−1, (ADU - analog-to-digital unit)
per unit square metre of the mirror surface. These are re-scaled
to the size of the UniversCity telescope, by assuming the same
transmission factors, as well as the same camera and filter (R).
By taking into account photon noise from the sources, back-
ground, read–out noise from the Andor iXON 88 camera, and
scintillation noise caused by atmospheric turbulence, we find
that, for an exposure time dt = 0.1 s, the star’s scintillation dom-
inates up to magnitude V∗ ∼9 and the background, read-out, and
dark-current noise sources take over from V∗ >11. A practical
limit for a star at a low zenith distance turns out to be V∗ ∼13 at
S/N∼5. We model all the noise sources, including scintillation,
following Mary (2006) to which we refer for details.
To better sample the limits of faint drops and signals
(S/N∼3), and to include unfiltered imaging (R filter removed)
with respect to the limiting magnitude estimate above, we do
not consider very bright stars (those contributing only a frac-
tion of events in practice) and focus on the magnitude range
V∗ = 11 − 14. For this same goal, we also select events whose
ratio between duration and exposure time is in the range of two
to ten.
Our model for the light curves consists in a flat signal outside
and inside the occultation and a sharp transition at the beginning
and end of the event, and it is described (as illustrated in Fig. 2)
by the following parameters:
– F0: The combined, summed flux from the asteroid, FA, and
the target star, F∗, before and after the occultation. The cor-
responding magnitude is defined as Vc.
– The flux drop F0 − FA = F∗, corresponding to a magnitude
drop: Vdrop = 2.5 Log [(F∗ + FA)/F∗].
– L: The duration of the occultation.
– t0: The central epoch of the occultation.
The parameter ranges for our simulations are as follows:
– Star magnitude V∗ ∈ [11.5, 14.0].
– Magnitude drop Vdrop ∈ [0.3, 1.0].
– Duration L ∈ [0.2, 1.0] s.
The exposure time is considered to correspond to the sam-
pling interval, an assumption that is valid in general for fast
video cameras such as the iXON mentioned above. For this rea-
son, hereinafter we adopt simply ”exposure time”, although a
readout time must be accounted for, depending on the acquisi-
tion device.
The simulations also adopt a constant exposure time, dt =
0.1 s. The mid-point t0 is assumed to fall around the centre of the
simulated time span, but its exact timing is shifted with a uniform
probability distribution within an interval ± dt/2, to randomise
the phase of the sampling with respect to the central epoch of the
minimum. Discrete intervals of (0.2 magnitudes) were used as a
distribution for V∗.
We note that magnitude drops exceeding our chosen interval
are possible when faint asteroids are involved. However, larger
drops are easier to observe, so their contribution to assess the
limitations of our approach is minor.
Noise is added to the signal by random sampling of a Gaus-
sian distribution, whose variance is computed from the combi-
nation of the various sources (Mary 2006).
We note that when acquiring a real signal on the sky, the
flux F0 can be obtained with very high accuracy before and after
the occultation, provided that the sky is photometrically stable,
by measuring it on a time interval (for instance, a few minutes)
much longer than the occultation event itself (a few seconds).
Also, multiple reference stars can be used to minimise spurious
fluctuations in the measured flux. Assuming that this procedure
is validated for a specific setup, the uncertainty on F0 can be
considered negligible.
We can expect that the factor dominating our capacity to re-
trieve the parameters of the occultation signal is related to the
signature of the light drop with respect to the noise. We thus de-
fine the drop–to–noise ratio (DNR) expressed as:
DNR = F0−FA√
σ(F0)
2+σ(FA )
2
where σF0 and σFA are the noise of the signal outside and
inside the occultation. Our results in the following confirm that
the DNR is the main parameter characterising the “difficulty” of
the data reduction for each light curve.
To sample the parameter ranges defined above, a total of
7920 light curves were simulated. Two examples of simulated
light curves that have different minima durations and DNRs are
shown in Fig. 3.
In addition, we test the presence of false positives, which
should start to appear when the expected DNR is very low. Our
approach is to use the same parameters for the simulations ex-
ploited above, but with the elimination of the occultation signa-
ture in the data. The processed signal is thus just the constant
out-of-occultation level, F0, with its noise. We still apply priors
as if the occultation was present (next section).
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Eventually, we note that the discretisation of V∗ in the simu-
lation parameters, will show up in the graphic representation of
our results, under the form of clusters around DNR values. We
are aware of this limitation, but we will see that the conclusions
are statistically robust and would not change with the adoption
of a more uniform distribution.
Fig. 3. Examples of simulated light curves (green line), sampled with
our noise model at dt= 0.1 s (blue dots). The associated blue bars rep-
resent the one-sigma uncertainties derived from the noise model. Re-
gression is obtained through the method explained in Sect. 5 (red). Top
panel: V∗ = 12.5, drop of 0.4 magnitudes, nine samples, DNR = 4.9.
Bottom panel: V∗ = 13.5, drop of 0.7 magnitudes and two samples,
DNR = 2.1.
4. Regression procedures on the simulated data
To retrieve the light curve parameters from the simulated data
sets described above we adopt the Bayesian inference method
(BIM) by a nested sampling Monte Carlo algorithm as imple-
mented in the DIAMONDS1 package (Corsaro & De Ridder
2014a,b; Corsaro et al. 2018).
To apply the BIM, we implement a light curve function as:
F(t) = F0 − FA S (σ, t0, L) (1)
1 https://github.com/enricocorsaro/DIAMONDS
where S is a ”supergaussian” function composed of three
branches:
S(σ, t0, L) =
N(t, t0 − L/2, σ) t ≤ t0 − L/2
1 t0 − L/2 ≤ t ≤ t0 + L/2
N(t, t0 + L/2, σ) t ≥ t0 + L/2
In the equation above, N(x, xc, σ) is a normal distribution
function of x, centred at xc, of width σ. With the small value for
σ that we adopt (1/10 of the exposure time) the supergaussian
becomes similar to a ”gate” function, but it preserves its prop-
erties of being continuous with continuous derivatives. For our
specific case of occultation events, the possibility of the BIM to
exploit priors is a very relevant advantage, as the predictions of
occultation events provide exploitable information on the expec-
tations for each of the light curve parameters, in particular the
expected maximum duration, flux drop and centre epoch of the
event.
Each simulated light curve is described by a combination
(V∗,Vdrop, L, t0) or equivalently in term of fluxes (F0 − FA, FA,
L, t0). These parameters are related to the observation of a hy-
pothetical predicted event. In practical applications, the possi-
ble range of values that they can assume is constrained by the a
priori knowledge conveyed by the prediction, which informs us
about the brightness of the star and the asteroid, the maximum
expected duration, and other factors. As a consequence, defining
Bayesian priors to reduce our simulated light curves is equiv-
alent to using the predicted parameters of an occultation event
to reduce its observed light curve. The only difference is that in
the case of a real event the probability distribution of the priors
is constrained by the prediction; in the case of simulations, it
is constrained by the nominal values used to produce each light
curve. In both cases we need to make reasonable guesses about
the width of the distribution, which we assume to be Gaussian.
In the case of real observations, that exploit predictions, the
total flux F0 can be estimated from the brightness of the target
star and the asteroid, by taking into account the properties of
the instrument and the observing conditions. The flux drop F0 −
FA can also be estimated, since the theoretical brightness of the
asteroid can be affected by a rather large error (several tenths
of magnitude) due both to the absolute magnitude H errors and
to the viewing or illumination geometry of a possibly irregular
shape.
The maximum duration Lmax is provided in general by the
prediction, but can be affected by a large uncertainty, depending
both upon the uncertainty on the object size, and on the projec-
tion of its shape at the epoch of the event.
Eventually, knowledge of the absolute occultation epoch t0
is dominated by the uncertainty on the asteroid orbit and the star
position. For typical multi-opposition main belt objects, the un-
certainty on t0 is of the order of a few seconds. In practice, the
observation always extends for a much longer time before and
after t0.
On the basis of these considerations, we define Gaussian pri-
ors whose averages are derived from the nominal parameters
(F0−FA, FA, L, t0), and standard deviations consistent with those
of the usual predictions. In particular:
– σF0 = 0.5 mag and σF∗ = 0.3 mag. This choice is done to
include the discrepancy present in the prediction of asteroid
brightness, which is well known to be affected by inaccurate
absolute magnitude (Pravec et al. 2012), slope parameters
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and shape–related effects. The star magnitude is much bet-
ter known in general in the current catalogues, but variability
and colour effects can be present, so we prefer to be conser-
vative.
– σL = 0.2× the maximum duration (Lmax). This parameter is
affected by our knowledge of asteroid size and shape. Our
choice is compatible with uncertainties for asteroids of a few
kilometres in diameter in the NEOWISE survey. (Masiero
et al. 2011; Mainzer et al. 2011b,a) This choice - while not
excluding that regression from reaching a shorter duration -
implicitly introduces the assumption that central chords (di-
ametrical events) are more probable. A more sophisticated
approach could be to impose a realistic probability distribu-
tion for the chord duration.
– σt0 = 3 s. For each prediction, by propagating the asteroid
orbit errors and the error estimate on the star astrometry, an
associated uncertainty on the central epoch can be computed.
However, in the process, the contribution of astrometric bi-
ases on the orbit accuracy (especially those present in old
asteroid astrometry) are easily underestimated. We adopt a
single fixed value here, to mitigate this issue and avoid overly
optimistic uncertainties.
Our choices for the definition of the priors are very general.
The adoption of Gaussian priors is a compromise permitting us
a first exploration of the performance of the BIM on the simula-
tions. When applied to real observations, more complex prior
distributions can be used, adjusted for the distribution of the
uncertainty on the asteroid ephemeris, the star astrometry and
brightness. Varying sky conditions and possible timing errors
can also affect the prior shape and spread. The associated diffi-
culty of implementing the corresponding automated processing,
capable of taking them into account, are outside the scope of this
article, but can be included in practical applications.
5. Results of the regression on the simulated light
curves.
The significance of the occultation can then be evaluated by
comparing the Bayesian evidence of two light curve models: one
containing the occultation signal Eocc; the other, a constant (no
occultation) function E f lat.2 From the processing of our simu-
lated light curve, we compute the detection probability of the
occultation using the evidence ratio C = Eocc/(E f lat + Eocc). We
consider that a model is strongly significant with respect to an-
other if the Bayesian evidence of the former is at least five or-
ders of magnitude larger than that of the latter model, yielding
a Ccrit ∼ 0.993. We thus classify as "non significant" all results
with C < Ccrit (Corsaro & De Ridder 2014a,b).
In the following, we characterise the results obtained from
the simulated light curves on the basis of the uncertainty (stan-
dard deviation) of the marginal distribution for the duration and
the centre epoch (σL andσt0 ), which are the two fundamental pa-
rameters determining the observed chord length and the position
of the asteroid relative to the star, in the direction of its motion.
While the first quantity is related to the physical properties of the
object (size, shape), the second directly defines the quality of the
occultation astrometry, the seminal parameter that motivates our
study.
Hereinafter, σL is expressed as a percentage of the total dura-
tion, whileσt0 is a percentage of the exposure time. As in general
2 We recall here that the Bayesian evidence (or marginal likelihood) is
given by the average of the likelihood distribution over the parameter
space set by the priors.
the occultation minimum is sampled by several intervals, we find
a smaller uncertainty for a higher DNR (Fig. 4). Interestingly,
there is a clear trend of increased error dispersion for DNR<3,
implying that the determination of σt0 in limit conditions, de-
spite a good average performance, can be unreliable. However,
with the exception of such extreme situations, the average of σt0
is well below the exposure time. The overall trend of the average
uncertainties is ∼1/DNR, as expected for a trend described by a
general S/N.
The fraction of false positives and non-significant solutions
are additional indicators of our capabilities of retrieving the oc-
cultation parameters. We can observe in Fig. 5 that at σt0 >
100% non-significant solutions start to dominate the population.
However, we see that already at σt0 ∼ 50% about 1% of the so-
lutions are false positives. As such a validation criterion based
on a threshold for uncertainties only, can still allow for a small
percentage of false positives.
A more stringent criterion comes from the detection prob-
abilities. A comparison of the distribution of the false posi-
tives with respect to the true events, shows that false positives
are systematically characterised by a low detection probability,
C < Ccrit. For the events that pass the threshold of Ccrit, the frac-
tion of false positives becomes negligible (∼ 5 × 10−4).
For completeness, we also tested the same regression on sim-
ulated light curves using a different shape of prior distribution,
namely uniform probabilities, which have a constant, non-zero
values within a limited interval. In this case, we obtain a worse
performance. Also, while the Gaussian priors always produce a
final fit, the uniform priors do not converge for 6% of the cases
where the Gaussian priors are successful.
6. Derived uncertainty on asteroid astrometry
By a simple procedure, we can convert the precision that we ex-
pect on the centre epoch of the occultation chord (Fig. 4) to the
corresponding along-track astrometric precision.
For the asteroids from the orbit database at the Minor Planet
Center, we proceed by computing the predicted circumstances
for occultation events from a single arbitrary site (in our case
Nice observatory, MPC code 020) over a full year3. We consider
a sample of Gaia DR2 target stars with V<14, and include aster-
oids with a diameter >5 km. For each predicted event, we com-
pute the expected DNR with our telescope configuration, and the
corresponding apparent angular topocentric velocity vector va of
the asteroid, in the equatorial frame, projected on the sky.
The apparent velocity is the scale factor that allows us to
convert the uncertainty on timing, given by the average shown in
(Fig. 4), to an angular uncertainty on the position of the single
chord relative to the occulted star, simply by the relation σt0 ∗ va.
The resulting distribution (Fig. 6) is clearly clustered towards
sub-mas values, with a peak at ∼0.3 mas, showing all the poten-
tial of occultation astrometry. The colour-coded distribution also
shows that chords of shorter length are in general affected by a
larger uncertainty.
However, in practical application this excellent performance
has to be weighed against the fact that a single chord is a poor
approximation of the asteroid centre of gravity, as discussed in
Sect. 2 (Fig. 1). In Fig. 6 we compare the uncertainty on the
single chord to the uncertainty due to missing knowledge of the
asteroid shape (eAT in Fig. 1). We model eAT as a fixed quan-
tity of half the object apparent radius, computed at the epoch of
3 By the asteroid occultation package "Linoccult",
http://andyplekhanov.narod.ru/occult/occult.htm
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Fig. 4. Uncertainty on the duration L and the centre epoch t0 of the occultation, as a function of the DNR, estimated by the standard deviation of
the posterior distribution, after Bayesian modelling. Each dot represents a result obtained from a simulated occultation. The continuous blue line
is the smoothed average value, while the shaded areas enclose the quantiles equivalent to 1-σ and 2-σ. The trend ∼1/DNR, explained in the text,
is represented by the red line. The uncertainty is expressed, respectively, as percentage of duration, and of the exposure time. The clustering of the
blue data points around discrete DNR values is a consequence of the choice of a discrete V∗ distribution, but it does not affect the estimation of the
general trend.
each occultation event. We stress here the fact for exploiting the
astrometry in orbit computation, both AC (across-track) and AT
(along-track) error sources must be included in an adequate error
model, however we focus here on the AT direction, as it is the
one directly linked to the timing errors that we analyse.
The along-track uncertainty, eAT , dominates the error on the
chord timing for objects >15 km. At the opposite end of the size
range, a non-negligible fraction of small asteroids are affected
by the two error sources, fit uncertainty and eAT , in a more bal-
anced way, in particular when the chord length is ≤4 sample in-
tervals. This regime corresponds, as expected, to the rather poor
sampling of the light curve minimum, which reduces the perfor-
mance of the fit. By considering a typical apparent motion of a
main belt asteroid (5-10 mas/s) in the inner belt (where ∼1 mas
∼ 1 km at opposition), and our time sampling of 0.1 s, the cor-
responding physical chord length is ∼1.5-3 km. This represents
a practical limit, which can be overcome only by increasing the
sampling frequency, if the available flux allows.
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Fig. 5. Distribution of the significant (left, green peak) and non-
significant (right, blue peak) solutions as a function of the uncertainty
on the centre epoch t0, expressed as a percentage of the exposure time.
At around 100% uncertainty, the frequency of the two situations is about
the same.
For larger objects, the overall error budget seems to be domi-
nated by shape and size effects, increasingly for larger asteroids,
and one should note that if these physical properties have been
independently measured, they can be exploited to correct the as-
trometry derived by the occultation. Today, some thousands of
shapes and rotational parameters (period, spin axis) are known,
mainly from rotation light curve inversion. The largest database
of asteroid sizes (∼105), is produced by the cited NEOWISE
survey. As the number of asteroids for which shape and size is
known will increase in the future, the possibility to determine the
position of the centre of mass with respect to the observed chords
will be more and more common, permitting us to get closer to the
limit represented by our single-chord astrometric accuracy.
Eventually, an evaluation of the final accuracy will be pro-
vided by the use of single-chord occultation astrometry in the
improvement of orbits, where post-fit residuals can be used to
evaluate anomalies in the adopted error model and to identify the
outliers. This exploration, done on the data set currently avail-
able and extending Spoto et al. (2017) will be part of a separate
article.
Here, we limit our comparison to some real positive events,
by processing their light curve with the same approach used for
the simulations. We looked for a set of events observed with
video or CCD cameras over the last approximately ten years, and
that have both a DNR and a duration in the appropriate range for
the comparison (for instance ”easy” events with very high DNR
are of little interest here). For the chosen light curves, the sam-
pling is regular and no missing data are present. This is clearly
a small sample, but despite a growing number of reports, only a
fraction of observers provide the photometric data and satisfy at
the same time our selection criteria.
The selected sample consists of 25 events. The DNR is es-
timated directly from the light curve, in the absence of the re-
quired information for more accurate modelling. Drop-to-noise
ratio computation shows that 18 events fall in the range of inter-
est to us (Table 1).
We notice (Fig. 7) that the overall trend is satisfactorily re-
spected. A larger dispersion is present, which is probably the
result of the large variety of instruments and observational con-
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Fig. 6. Expected distribution of the astrometric uncertainty on the single chord estimated by our accuracy model, applied to a large set of predic-
tions. In the left panel, only the component of the uncertainty relative to the fit of each light curve by the BIM is taken into account. The colour
corresponds to the chord length, expressed as the number of data points within the light curve minimum. The right panel plots the uncertainty
including the AT error as derived from a simple model (half of the asteroid apparent radius, computed for each event). The continuous lines are
the smoothed averages of the two distributions. For D< 10 km and occultation duration <5 samples, the uncertainty due to asteroid size no longer
dominates and the distributions overlap.
ditions, certainly much less homogeneous than in our simulated
sample. We consider that within the limit of this comparison our
model appears to be close enough to the reality to be usable for
an approximate estimate of the performance of our general sur-
vey. The lack of a clear dependence on the number of data that
sample the light curve minimum, as long as there at least two or
three data points, further strengthens the role of the DNR in the
characterisation of the performance.
Fig. 7. Drop-to-noise (DNR) ratio and uncertainty on central epoch for
a number of observed events similar to those adopted for the simula-
tion. They appear as coloured circles superposed on the general trend of
Fig. 4 from which we reproduce only the average (red) and the one to
two sigma levels. The colour of the circles is associated to the number
of data points in the occultation minimum, indicated by the scale at the
right of the plot.
7. Conclusions
With the help of simulations, we show the capabilities of de-
tecting and measuring occultation signals by a specific telescope
setup in the idealised framework of homogeneous data quality,
focusing in particular on the uncertainty on chord length (σL)
and central occultation epoch (σt0 ). Our statistics focus on main
belt asteroids, the largest population offering both scientific chal-
lenges and the highest frequency of occultation events.
We show in quantitative terms that σt0 reaches a sub-
sampling resolution, with a sensible degradation of the perfor-
mance for DNR<3-4. In practice, when evaluating the results on
real light curves for low DNRs, without knowing a priori the
reality of a detection, only solutions with C> Ccrit should be se-
lected. The resulting probability of having a false positive will
then be ∼ 5 × 10−4.
Our results depend essentially on the DNR and (to a smaller
extent) on the number of samples in the occultation minimum.
The performances of other instruments and acquisition setups
can be evaluated by computing the aforementioned quantities.
Another factor that we do not consider here is represented
by the possible systematic effects that are not included in our
noise error budget. The most important are the possible pres-
ence of time correlation in the noise (Fig. 2) and the presence
of fluctuations related to unstable transparency conditions. Also,
the possible effect on the light curve of stellar multiplicity (that
shows up sometimes in the form of stepped light drops) can be
considered in future and need a different modelling approach.
In fitting real events, another adaptation will be needed, by
changing the Gaussian probability on the duration to a distribu-
tion that is less penalizing for chords that are shorter than the
maximum duration, if the occultation is not central. In the con-
text of our article this is not a limitation, as all our simulations
include durations close (at noise level) to their nominal maxi-
mum values.
We also find that single-chord accuracy becomes relevant for
a non-negligible fraction of occultation events involving aster-
oid of sizes D<15 km, for which the absolute uncertainty on the
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barycentre derived from a single chord becomes sensitive to size
and shape. This is especially true for chords of low duration (i.e.
few data points in the occultation minimum). With the improv-
ing accuracy of occultation predictions for smaller asteroids and
fainter stars, an increasing fraction of observed events will fall
into this domain. In particular, robotic telescopes can systemati-
cally attempt events whose probability is moderate (for instance
20-30%): these will typically fall in the above range. This is also
the size range of interest for obtaining new astrometry of target
candidates for the detection of the Yarkovsky effect.
We stress that we do not develop here the problem of the
error model in the AC direction, which is entirely size and
shape dependent and should include the ambiguities illustrated
in Fig. 1. In using occultations for orbit refinement, this compo-
nent must also be carefully evaluated. A recipe for the complete
error model (AC, AL) and its use for orbit refinement will be
detailed in a forthcoming article.
The issue of the model dependence of occultation astrometry,
involving knowledge of shape, size, and rotational properties, is
mitigated by the increasing knowledge that we have of them. We
mention here the fact that single occultation chords will even-
tually contribute to the reconstruction of shapes and sizes. In
fact, even isolated events have an astrometry accurate enough to
improve orbits and subsequent occultation predictions. For spe-
cific objects, the prediction can become reliable enough to jus-
tify the deployment of mobile telescope arrays, thus effectively
constraining the asteroid size through multiple chords. In this re-
spect, we can conclude that the synergy between fixed telescopes
hunting for single chords and traditional, multiple sites targeting
specific events with improved predictions, is a very promising
and fertile development in the domain of stellar occultations.
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Number Name Year Month Day Observer DNR
10 Hygiea 2015 5 14 Dunford 1.5
65 Cybele 2015 10 28 Kattendidt 1.5
25 Phocaea 2017 3 3 Dunford 1.7
412 Elisabetha 2016 6 20 Dunford 1.9
21 Lutetia 2016 8 13 Perello 2.0
476 Hedwig 2019 2 12 Conjat 2.0
580 Selene 2019 7 22 Haymes 2.3
131 Vala 2016 1 2 Perello 2.8
2226 Tchaikovsky 2019 1 17 Conjat 2.9
306 Unitas 2015 4 30 Bardecker 3.0
429 Lotis 2016 3 1 Gault 3.5
479 Caprera 2017 5 4 Hooper 3.9
146 Lucina 2016 11 30 Frappa 4.3
117 Lomia 2011 5 26 Gault 4.3
135 Hertha 2015 9 25 Perello 4.3
270 Anahita 2017 3 26 Hooper 4.5
3200 Phaethon 2019 10 15 Tanga 5.8
221 Eos 2015 9 26 Perello 7.0
Table 1. Observed occultation chords chosen for comparison to our model for observation accuracy. Their photometric light curves data have been
fitted by the model, with the same procedure adopted for the simulations.
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